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The JLA D78 is a heavy-duty dryer that can be installed in tighter 
spaces thanks to its narrow design. A large capacity drum means 
this machine can handle bulky, heavy items such as towels and 
robes effortlessly.

Pre-set programmes eliminate user error – as do auto-dry cycles which 
cut down on the need for ironing and finishing. For unique reassurance, 
the JLA S.A.F.E. (Sensor Activated Fire Extinguishing) system detects 
any significant change in temperature, and activates a sophisticated 
water vapour mechanism that will extinguish a fire rapidly.
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Key Features

     Microprocessor control, one-touch operation with  
6 pre-programmed cycles. 

     Tailor-made cycles can also be stored.

   Large lint filter for efficient drying. 

   Easy to clean.

       Hot surface ignition reduces running costs.

     Large heavy-duty door with gasketless glass and high  
density, tamper-resistant seal for safety and long life.

     Large cylinder diameter and narrow depth reduce  
excessive stresses on the trunnion.

     Easy loading of bulky items.

     Large airflow for fast and efficient drying.

     Totally enclosed motor for reliability and longer life.

     Reversing drum – available as an optional extra.

Specification
Details D78
Capacity (Kg/lb) 34/75
Height (mm) 2160
Width (mm) 1172
Depth (inc. door) (mm) 1845
Net Weight (Kg) 403
Drum Volume (m3) 0.634
Door Opening (mm Ø) 797
Control (Microprocessor)  Phase 7
Heating  Gas
Electrics - Standard (Volt/ph/Amp) 240/1/13
Electrics - Reversing (Volt/ph/Amp) 415/3/10
No. of Water Connections (cold) 1
Connection Size (“BSP) 3/4
Gas Rating kW (Btu/hr) 59.8 (204,000)
Connection Size (“BSP) 3/4
Airflow m3 (ft3/min) 28.5 (1008)
Exhaust (mm Ø) 250
Ventilation/Make-Up Air (m2/in2) 0.13/204

All specifications subject to change without notice.

The S.A.F.E (Sensor Activated Fire Extinguishing) system is the result  
of intense research and development in response to the growing  
number of fires in commercial dryers – estimated at around one  
a day by the Government.

 

Two sensors detect any significant change in temperature, and activate a 
sophisticated water vapour mechanism that soaks laundry to extinguish 
a fire rapidly. No flooding ever takes place, so the risk of damage to your 
property through tumble dryer fire is eliminated. 

S.A.F.E. dryers – unique to JLA


